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MAKING HER-STORY ON MARS
I'm stepping through the door, And I'm floating in a most peculiar way, And the stars
look very different today
You can see red dirt and some of the tallest mountains around, but no, we’re not in
Colorado anymore. Welcome to the fourth planet from the Sun, named after the
Roman god of war, potential home to intergalactic friends — ground control to Major
Tom, we have landed on Mars!As the entire world marvels at the grand feat achieved
by NASA Perseverance landing and beaming back the first photo from the Red Planet,
we also need to acknowledge the team behind the most sophisticated Mars project to
date. These women were a prime force driving the ambitious mission all along with
their hard work, dedication, passion, and creativity.
Celebrate women in National Security, including aerospace, engineering, STEM,
diplomacy, and defense, with WorldDenver on March 8th for the largest International
Women’s Day celebration in Colorado. Five-time astronaut Susan Helms will be there!
This year, we’re going virtual with a live broadcast from the Denver Center for
Performing Arts from 11am-1pm.
Register for FREE today!

CULTURE

Celebrating the successful landing on February 18th, the car-sized Perseverance has
already captured gorgeous panoramas and videos of its surroundings on the floor of
Jezero Crater, which harbored a lake and a river delta billions of years ago. As the
heart of NASA's $2.7 billion Mars 2020 mission, it will be operated to seek signs of
ancient life in Jezero and in the summer, start to collect dozens of samples for future
return to Earth. The rover also carries several technology demonstrations, including a
helicopter named Ingenuity that will attempt to become the first rotorcraft ever to fly
on a world beyond Earth. Fun fact: Our International Women’s Day Presenting Sponsor
Lockheed Martin built Ingenuity’s delivery system! After finishing Perseverance's postlanding health checkouts, the rover team will gear up for Ingenuity's pioneering flights,
which will likely take place this spring. Explore Mars from the comfort of your own
gravity and see what Perseverance sees.

CUISINE

Perseverance runs on radioactive plutonium through a system called a Multi-Mission
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (MMRTG), which is expected to power the
spacecraft for about 14 years. However, for astronauts, going to space is similar to a
very extended camping trip! Preparation varies with the food type as some foods can
be eaten in their natural forms, such as brownies and fruit. Other foods, such as
macaroni and cheese or spaghetti, require adding water and, of course, an oven is
provided in the International Space Station to heat foods to the proper temperature.
Many condiments, such as ketchup, mustard and mayonnaise, are provided, and salt
and pepper are available, but only in a liquid form. Otherwise, the salt and pepper
would simply float away with the possibility of clogging air vents, contaminating
equipment, or getting stuck in an astronaut's eyes, mouth, or nose. See how ESA
Astronaut Samantha Cristoforetti makes one of her favorite meals in no gravity, and
try the adapted version on earth for yourself at home!

BEVERAGE

In the 1970s, in order to combat a PR crisis of terrible food being served to national
heroes (astronauts), NASA allowed sherry to be consumed during Skylab missions.
Sherry happens to be a particularly stable product, having been heated during the
processing, thus it is unlikely to undergo changes if it were to be repackaged for a
mission. A cream sherry was selected, repackaged, and set to be sent to space with the
rest of the astronauts’ food. Plans moved forward until Skylab 4 commander Gerry
Carr happened to mention the meal packages — the public was so enraged that
astronauts would be consuming alcohol that the idea was scrapped. Since then, NASA
has had a very strict ban on alcohol in space.
The Russians, on the other hand, have historically had a looser policy, with doctors
recommending the cosmonauts on the Mir space station actually drink Cognac to
keep their immune systems healthy. Nevertheless, the International Space Station is
still (ostensibly) a dry facility. While we, dear readers, are unfortunately not in space,
we can consume responsibly here on Earth. Give the Saturn cocktail a try as we dream
of visiting planets beyond the Asteroid Belt!

